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The unmoving landscapes of the Silk Road have enchanted travelers for millennia. Sights along the route
have lasted down through the ages, from a time when monks travelled these roads bringing Buddhism

back from south Asia, and traders exchanged silk for goods and spices.

M
ade up of a series of roads connect-
ing Chinese capitals with south Asia,
Europe and the Mediterranean, a

voyage down the Silk Road remains one of
China’s most epic journeys. Travelling the
length of this route today, with its flaming red
mountains, towering sand dunes and alpine
lakes, still offers a very real sense of what
ancient traders experienced. And in 2014,
UNESCO listed the entire 5000km Tian Shan
Corridor as a World Heritage Site. Luckily, the
Silk Road is ever-more accessible from the rest
of China thanks to the opening of a new high-
speed rail line through Xinjiang. This train will
eventually connect the furthest reaches of
China’s northwestern province to Xi’an,
Beijing and beyond. Here we explore a must-
see list of its east-to-west sights.

Army of Terracotta Warriors
Painstakingly cast as guardians for Qin Shi

Huang’s ñ the first emperor of China ñ safe pas-
sage into the afterlife, the Army Of Terracotta
Warriors was discovered in 1974. Since then,
thousands of warriors, archers and chariots have
been unearthed and remain on display just out-
side the city of Xi’an in Shaanxi province. Xi’an is
the first stop along an itinerary of the Silk Road
from east to west ñ it was the capital of Chinese
empires variously in ancient periods and its
strategic north-central location on the
Guangzhong Plain makes it a gateway from
eastern China to the wild west. Today, Xi’an is a
busy provincial capital home to numerous eth-
nic minorities, mainly Hui Muslims.

Labrang Monastery
One of the most important monasteries in

the Yellow Hat sect of Tibetan Buddhism,
Labrang Monastery in Xiahe was once home to
4000 monks and echoes of a time when
Buddhism passed through this part of the world
on its great journey through China, from south

Asia to the Far East. Today, Labrang Monastery is
home to 1800 monks and its grand prayer halls
and intricate yak-butter sculptures remain a
draw for visitors and monks alike.

Mogao Grottoes
One of the most important Buddhist art

sites in the world, the Mogao Grottoes near
the oasis city of Dunhuang are what remain of
a thriving ancient monastery usually dated to
366 AD. The caves were a repository of wall

paintings, scrolls, carvings and texts left by
monks and nuns who passed through on their
way to or from Buddhist sites in south Asia.
Though many of the caves’ most precious
goods were looted in the early 20th century,
they remain open for visitors to marvel at
their intricate interior paintings.

Overhanging Great Wall & Jiayuguan Fort
The Great Wall is not one stretch of com-

piled stones, but an almost countless series of

small walls stretching from the Bohai Sea in
northeastern China to a desert outpost along
China’s Silk Road: Jiayuguan. This, the west-
ernmost end of the Great Wall once the last
outpost of Chinese civilisation and marked
the end of China and the beginning of every-
where else. Jiayuguan Fort’s giant mud walls
rise strikingly out of the desert. Nearby, the
mud-brick Overhanging Great Wall ascends a
steep length of desert mountainside with
sweeping views of the dry valley below. 
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